Ely Center of Contemporary Art // January 13 - February 20, 2022 // Public Reception: January 16, 1 - 3 pm

Gallery 1
1. Matthew Dercole, remnant 14, 2021, $1200
2. Matthew Dercole, remnant 20, 2021, $1200
3. Matthew Dercole, remnant 17, 2021, $3200
4. Matthew Dercole, remnant 27 (learner’s permit), 2021, $5500
5. Matthew Dercole, remnant 9, 2021, $1200
7. Matthew Dercole, remnant 8, 2021, $1400
8. Matthew Dercole, remnant 5a, 2021, $1100
9. Matthew Dercole, remnant 12, 2021, $1100
10. Matthew Dercole, remnant 5b, 2021, $1100

Gallery 2 - Brilliant Boba
12. Ying Ye, Capital Restaurant, 2021, POR
13. Ying Ye, Interdependence, 2021, POR
14. Ying Ye, Collective Work, 2021, POR
15. Ying Ye, Collective Effort, 2021, POR
16. Ying Ye, How May I Help You?, 2021, POR
17. Ying Ye, Restaurant System, 2021, POR

Gallery 3 - Brilliant Boba
18. Zulynette Morales, What’s in your bowl (inspired by storytellers from project), 2021, NFS
19. Zulynette Morales, What’s in your bowl (Artist’s personal story), 2021, NFS

Gallery 4
22. K Sarrantonio, After Five Years, 2019 & 2021, $1820
23. K Sarrantonio, Sometimes Our Timing Was Bad, 2021, POR
24. K Sarrantonio, What if It’s Like This Forever (II), 2021, POR
25. K Sarrantonio, Four in the Morning, 2019, $1170

Upstairs Hallway
26. Megan Shaughnessy, Rinse and Repeat, 2022, NFS
27. Sherese Francis, Theory of My Mint - The Cloud of Unknowing (Gorilla Kong at the Height of EmPire), 2021, NFS
28. Megan Shaughnessy, Sexy Beast, 2022, NFS
29. Candace Leslie, Generations Series No. 2: Grace, 2021, POR
30. Candace Leslie, Beauty Salon, 2021, POR

Gallery 5
32. Abigail Simon, All My Sisters Weep For Venus, 2022, POR
33. Christine Lee Tyler, Outgrown, 2022, POR
34. Sherese Francis, Samson/SameSun/SamSung/SameSong (KwasMeTology Series), 2021, NFS
35. Sherese Francis, Ntutu Isi Nkemdiche (KwasMeTology Series), 2021, NFS
36. Yvonne Shortt, Material Investigation at the Ely, in-progress, NFS
37. Christine Lee Tyler, Outside the Walls, 2021, POR
40. Jennifer McCandless, Fantastical Rainbow Monster, 2021, PO
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**Gallery 6**
41. Gary Sczerbaniewicz, *Neil Before Zod - Anteroom (For Karl Wolfe)*, 2019, $10,000
42. Gary Sczerbaniewicz, *Folie à Deux*, 2021, NFS

**Gallery 7**
43. Gary Sczerbaniewicz, *Knee Vignette #1*, 2016, $2500
44. Gary Sczerbaniewicz, *Knee Vignette #3*, 2017, $2500
47. Gary Sczerbaniewicz, *DTS (Down To Sleep)*, 2019, $1800
48. Gary Sczerbaniewicz, *MSTT (My Soul To Take)*, 2021, $1800
49. Gary Sczerbaniewicz, *Angel Of God (My Guardian Dear/ To Whom God’s Love Commits Me Here/ Ever This Day Be At My Side/ To Light and Guard/ To Rule and Guide/ Amen)*, 2021, $6500
50. Gary Sczerbaniewicz, *Golden Age of Tech*, 2021, $10,000
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